Title word cross-reference

\[ \Delta \] [TC18]. \( k \) [GEG+08, MKGV07, MM12]. \( L \) [MKGV07]. \( N \) [ML15, CBRB09].

-anonymity [MKGV07]. -ary [CBRB09].
-center [GEG+08]. -diversity [MKGV07].
-Means [MM12].


ABRA [RU18]. Accuracy [MM12].
Accurate [LNG18, LJK18, SHF18, YWD16, Kor10].

ACM [ACPW13, BBD+07, GL15, MG09, WL16, ZPSYY10]. Across [JH19, MAHT18, ZTL15a, BGJ12]. action [VALF12]. Active [BIPR13, CWF+13, HHZ+18, WY15, BG09].
Activity [CYT+17]. adaptation [CSF+12, TLZ+08]. Adaptive [AKM18, DGB16, KBR+16, LTN+08].
Addendum [vLCV+19]. Addition [Pap15].
Address [CG15]. Addressing [RCM+13].
Adopter [ZWH+16]. Adversarial [DKSL18]. Advice [HHZ+18]. Against [AKM17]. Aggregated [HYQ15].
aggregation [GMT07]. Agnostic [WJR+10]. Algorithm [BBK19, FKKD17, JSP15, LWY16, WSZZ14, AF09, Vad10, WC12]. Algorithms [AK15, BGSW13, CPC10, DA18, GJ16].


Designing [LNG18]. Destination [WYG17]. Detect [CYT17, LSGZ19, IHS07]. Detecting [TC18, WWHW19, YWC16]. Detection [ABSP18, BHW17, BMTT18, CMZ15, HSS17, HYQ14, KBR16, LG18, LHK18, LS18, LTZ12, LCN14, PPDSB16, RKR18, Row16, SRRE14, SDW19, WWW16, WJR10, XZZW18, YZH18, YHL15, CS12, KRPS12, ZP09]. Determinantal [QXBT16]. Development [Row16]. Developmental [YCK08].

Diagnosis [CNZ17, THB18, WLC17, XKH16]. diameters [LK07]. Different [ADK16]. Different-Sized [ADK16]. Differentiating [CC19]. Diffusion [GLK12, RKR18, THRR16]. Digger [LSGZ19]. Dimensional [MFHL10, PGR18].
Dimensionality [MDV11, PSFV13, ZZ10]. Directed [BGCI4, MRTW19].
disambiguation [TS09]. disclosure [LNR08]. Discounts [XML18]. Discovering
[BWD10, BGCI4, ML14, PA18, SMA+08, SG12, SDs18, WSC+17, YWH+15, ZJL+14, CBLH12]. Discovery
[CYOL16, GGLP15, LSS+11, LZD16, RU14, SFP10, SLW+18, WV14, WSM+18, ZPSYY10, RPT10, SSK+10]. Discriminant
[WLP18, LTN+08]. discrimination [RPT10]. Discriminative
[HI12, WZLG13, WV15, WZLG12]. Discussions [MCS+18]. Disease
[LCG+18, WLC+17]. Dissimilarity [IPMI12]. Distance
[HZW+15, IPMI12, AF09]. distance-based
[AF09]. Distinct [VFA+15]. Distributed
[Che18, CZH16, GJ16, MM12, MFHL10, PSP+18]. Distribution [CFW+13]. diversity [MKGV07]. Do
[LWZ14, MMLJ16]. Document
[CKC+18, LGF10, NTNP18, WZL+11, WZLG13, WSR+16, WZLG12]. documents [THD+08]. Doing [MMLJ16]. DOLPHIN
[AF09]. Domain
[CGZW16, ML15, CSF+12]. Domains
[LV18], domination [ZLT09]. Dots [SG12].
Driven
[AT17, BMTT18, PPDSSL16, XML18]. Drosophila [YCJ08]. Dual
[WZL+16, WNH15]. duration [ZCS10]. Dynamic
[AK15, DERU17, LMG18, RCM+13, RBBV18, RU18, RTG17, THRR16, WC15, ZCF+17, LCZ+09]. Dynamical
[CNZ+17]. Dynamics
[IYSU12, VFA+15].

E-Commerce [XML18]. early [CSF+12]. Edge [CTP+16, Pap15]. Editorial
[EK12, TWCO16, vLCV+18]. Editors
[vLCV+19]. effective [CRST09]. effects
[VALF12]. Efficient [BHW+17, BBCG10, JSP15, LYWL12, LJK18, LWY16, MM12, RU14, WV14, YLKF13, YZH+18, ZZW09, AF09, CX10, HAKU+08, WC12].
Efficiently [WLR+14]. ego [ML14]. Eigen
[CTP+16]. Eigen-Optimization [CTP+16]. elements [SSK+10]. Embedding
[HLZH18, PZW+18]. Emerging
[KP18, YDS+15]. Emerging-Pattern
[YDS+15]. Employing [LWLW18]. end
[HDC07]. Enhance [BLW14]. Enhancing
[MDV11, XML18]. Ensemble
[BC18, LQW+18, TLL+19, WCS+18, ZLD14].
Ensembles
[AHGA14, LTB18, NGB18, RA16, DAR09]. entire [YCJ08]. Entity
[AKM18, BIPRI3, HCC+18, BG07].
Entity-Based [HCC+18]. Entropy
[WSZ12, WSM+18]. Enumerating
[PSP+18]. Era [TWCO16]. Error [AKM17]. errors [LCZ07]. Estate [FXG+16].
Estimates [CMZS15]. Estimating
[JSP15, WLR+14]. Estimation [BLW14].
Estimations [MM12]. Estimators
[THB18]. Evaluating [MHKG19]. Evaluation
[LQW+18]. Evasion [LV18].
Evasion-Robust [LV18]. Event [ABSP+18, PZW+18, WLP18, AP09, KT09, VFA+15].
event-based [APU09]. Event-Oriented
[PZW+18]. events [IHS07]. Evolution
[THB18, ZCF+17, LKF07]. Evolutionary
[WWHW19, XZYL12, AP09, CSZ+09].
evolutions [LCZ+09]. Evolving
[BC18, WWWH19, CBLH12]. Exact
[LGF10]. examples [MS09]. exhibition
[HDC07]. Expanding [MS09]. Expert
[HHZ+18, MMLJ16]. Explanations
[SFDW19]. Exploiting [BLW14, FCWQ17, NTNP18, PSFV13, ZPC+16]. Exploration
[KN18, PA18, RBBV18, vLCV+18, vLCV+19]. Exploratory [LZF+15].
Exploring [SMK18, WCS+18]. expression
[YCJ08]. Extension [ZZY16]. Extension-Based [ZZY16]. Extensions
[CSSP15, LML+16]. extracting [KNV07].
Extraction [LWLW18, ZGC18].
Extrapolation [LCZ07].

Face [HSS+17]. Factor [AF16, Kor10].
Factorization [CZH18, CCLZ18, HNHD14, LSS+11, MV14, PKH+17, WLP18].
Factorizations [DKA11]. Factors [FCWQ17, HDQ+18], farms [ZP09]. Fast
[FSK09, KN18, ME11, QXBT16, SFP10, SKSC17, SHF18, WHN15, WJR+10].
Fast-But-Approximate [KN18]. fatigue [CSF+12]. Fault [CNZ+17]. Feature
[CNY+16, CCC09, SFDW19, TL14, WHMY17, YXF+16, YWDP16, YLK13].
Feature-preserved [CCC09]. Features
[BAMK18, IWZ14, YDS+15]. Featurizing
[YWC+16]. Feedback [HDQ+18]. Field [JLH+13]. fields [WC12]. Filtering
[CTX+17, HDQ+18, Kor10]. Filters
[dVKCC11]. Finding [CKMS08, RTG17].
First [CRGP14]. Fisher [PSFV13]. Fit
[YHCL12]. Five [BCK+18]. Fixed
[DERU17]. Flexible [CGZW16, SHF18].
Flow [BHW+17, JDE+12, SZLP16].
Flow-Based [BHW+17]. Flow-Level
[JDE+12]. Flows [SAS16]. Forecasting
[VALF12]. foreground [KUU10]. Formal
[Bal13]. Formulation [KRP12]. Forums
[BWD10]. Fourier [LWZ14]. Framework
[AHGA14, BLW14, LHZH18, LT10, MM12, PFT16, TYG+15, WJR+10, XKW+14, ZLD14, ASHK14, AP09, DG10, GG08, HGV+08, JTY10]. Fraud [HSS+17].
FraudDetector [YZH+18]. Fraudulent
[YZH+18]. Free [CZH18, BFPP07].
Frequent
[RU14, ZLT+15, CX10, GMSS13, HDC07, JP09, MXC+07, THD+08, TV010, ZCS10].
Fukunaga [PSFV13]. Fully [DERU17].
Function [KSV+16, YTH18].
Function-on-Function [YTH18].
Functions [ES15]. Fused [LCG+18].
G [BMTT18]. G-Roi [BMTT18].

[ZLT09]. Games [JSV+15]. Gaming
[JSV+15]. Gap [LYWL12, ZKCY07].
Gap-Constrained [LYWL12]. Gauge
[VMR17]. Gaussian [LCLL17]. GBAGC
[XKW+14]. gene [YCJ108]. General
[HLZH18, XKW+14, ZJL+14].
Generalizing [AF16]. Generate [VFA+15].
Generating [Che18, WNC+18]. generation
[THD+08]. Generative [ZXL12]. Generic
[WSZZ14]. genome [ZWW09].
genome-wide [ZWW09]. Geographic
[FGX+16]. Geolocation [BPW+18].
Geometrically [BC18]. Geotagged
[BMTT18]. GLAD [YHL15]. Global
[DERU17]. glycobiology [HAKU+08].
GOOFE [BC18]. Gradient
[AF16, WYG+17]. Grained [ZFWC18].
GrammarViz [SLW+18]. Graph
[BHW+17, BKK19, CCLZ18, CGZW16, CGL18, FH14, GWZZ17, HSS+17, JCB+16, KSV+16, LKF07, LJK18, MNK18, NLG16, Pap15, PKH+17, SKSC17, WQZ+16, XKW+14, YZH+18, JP09]. Graph-Based
[BKK19, HSS+17]. Graph-Mining
[YZH+18]. Graphlet [CL18]. Graphs
[ANK14, BGC14, CTP+16, CZY11, DPDG18, EGT14, KTA+11, PA18, RU18, WZL+15, AP09, CBLH12, KNV07].
Grassmann [WHG+18]. Greedily
[CDSV16]. Grey [NGB18]. grid [TC09].
Group [LCG+18, SFP10, SYLC16, SH15, TC18, YHL15, ZCF+17, TLZ+08]. Groups
[LSG19]. Growth [DMI12]. GT [TC18].
Guarantees [BIPR13, RU14]. Guest
[EK12, TWC016, vLCV+19]. Guided
[BGV12, LF18, SHN+13, THD+08].

HADI [KTA+11]. Hashing
[CSSP15, WZS+16]. Head [WWW+16].
Head-Modifier [WWW+16]. Health
[TWC016]. Healthcare [MFHL10]. Heat
[HYQ15]. heavy [CKM08].
Heterogeneity [YFF+16]. Heterogeneous
[DPD18, HLZH18, LAN+18, LSGZ19].
[LCG+18]. Large
[AOEM17, BHW+17, CTP+16, CZH18, CZY11, CKC+18, DKS18, GJ16, GIY15, HLZH18, JCB+16, JDE+12, KTA+11, LLIW16, OGAB14, PGR18, RBBV18, SGL19, SDS18, SLTA11, WLR+14, WHMY15, WZL+15, WHMY17, YHCL12, ZP15, AF09, BBCG10, CRST09, GMSS13, KT09].

Large-Scale
[AOEM17, BHW+17, CZH18, CKC+18, DKS18, GJ16, GIY15, HLZH18, SGS18, SLTA11, WLR+14, WHMY15, WHMY17, YHCL12, ZP15, AF09, BBCG10, CRST09, GMSS13, KT09, LCCM19, ZPC+16, Markov-modulated [IHS07].

Lasso [LWY16, LCG+18]. Latent
[FCWQ17, GSST16, HDQ+18, WSZ12].

Layered [CTX+17]. LDA [YCJ+08].

Leakage [KRPS12]. Learning
[AHGA14, AT17, BFRIL13, CNY+16, CLY12, CCLZ18, CFD10, DKS18, DPDG18, GZXF16, HZH+18, HZW+15, HLZH18, HF12, IPM12, IHS07, JDE+12, LWZ14, LTH+13, SJR08, WC12, WSSZ14, WY15, WLC+17, WYY+16, XKH+16, XL16, YTL18, ZY14, ZFVC18, DG10, JTYY10, YLK13, ZY13, ZFY14].

Learning-Based [WSZZ14]. Length [MV14, SLW+18]. Less
[RA16, SG12]. Level [JDE+12]. Leveraging
[MA16, YTW+16]. Lifecycle [CYOL16].

likelihood [FSK09]. Linear
[OGAB14, PBMD14, YHCL12, GMSS13, LC207, VAD10, WC12]. Link
[DKA11, ZP09]. Linkage [dVKCC11].

Linkages [HZW+15]. links [KSM09].

listing [CC12]. Listwise [WYX+16].

Literature [KP18]. Local
[BLW14, CRGP14, DERU17, LHK+18, LJ18, SH15, WLC+17, BBCG10].

Local-First [CRGP14]. Locality
[CSSP15, ZTL+15b]. Location
[YCC+15, YTW+16, ZFWC18, ZPC+16].

Location-Based
[YCC+15, YTW+16, ZFWC18, ZPC+16].

Logs [WQZ+16]. Long [HCC+18].

Long-Tail [HCC+18]. Loss [ES15].

Low
[CLY12, LSF18].

Low-Rank
[CLY12, LSF18].

Machine [JDE+12]. Machines
[PBMD14, AGHN13]. Manifold
[HQYY+14, HNHD14, HF12]. Manifolds
[WHG+18]. Manipulation [CTP+16].

Manipulations [SKS17]. Manufacturing
[ZH16]. Many [LWZ14]. Map [AOEM17].

MapReduce [ADK+16]. Margin
[GZXF16, TVK10]. Marginal [CW+13].

Market [XL16]. Marketing
[LCCM19, ZPC+16]. Markov
[FSK09, IHS07, WC12, ZCS10].

Markov-modulated [IHS07]. Massive
[KSV+16, CC12]. Massive-Graph
[KSV+16]. Matching [AOEM17, BIPR13, CW+13, CGL18, MAHT18, WSC+17].

Mathematical [XL15]. Matrices [GJ16].

Matrix [CZH18, DKA11, HNHD14, MV14, PKH+17, WHN15]. Max [GZXF16].

Maximal [TVK10]. Maximization
[HK18, LWW18, ZK10]. Maximum
[WSZ12, WSM+18]. McNemar’s
[MAHT18]. MDL4BMF [MV14]. Mean
[LHZG13]. Means [MM12]. Measure
[AF16, CG15, DSL+14]. Measures
[HK15, DD09]. Measuring [KNV07, WC15].

Mechanism [CC19]. Media
[BMTT18, CYT15]. Mediation
[TS09]. Meets [CBRB09]. Meets [CCLZ18]. Membership
[C018]. Memo [CZH18]. Memo-Free
[CZH18]. Memory
[DERU17, LJK18, YHCL12].

Memory-Efficient [LJK18]. Message
[BGSW13]. Message-Passing [BGSW13].

Meta [SNH+13]. Meta-Path [SNH+13].

Metagraph [LSS+11]. Method
[WSZZ14, DD09]. methodologies [CT14].

methodology [SSK+10]. Methods
[CSSP15, DAR09]. Metric
[GJDX14, XKH+16]. Micro [YWC+16].

Micro-Blog [YWC+16]. microarray
Non-Gaussian [LCLL17].

non-linear [Vad10].

Nonnegative [HNHD14, PKH17, WHN15].

Nonredundant [CFD10].

Nontransductive [AHGA14].

Novel [WQZ16, ZZY16].

Nyström [ZZYY16].

Object [SNH13].

objective [HGV08].

Occupancy [NGB18, ZLT15].

Occupancy-Based [ZLT15].

One [OGAB14].

Online [BC18, CL18, HHZ18, JSV15, KP18, LCCM19, LHG13, LWZ14, LT10, Row16, SHL19, TRHR16, WHMY17, YWDP16, ZWH16, YLK13].

Online-Weighted [BC18].

Ontology [CTZ16, MAHT18].

Optimization [AHGA14, CTP16, SMK18, SYLC16, ZL15].

Optimizing [ES15, SBRE14].

Optimum [BC18].

ordered [ZCS10].

Oriented [PZW18].

other [VALF12].

Outlier [MMJI16].

Outliers [AF16, CMZS15, LSF18].

Overlapping [CRGP14, CO18, LHK18].

Own [CDSV16].

P2P [AGHN13].

Page [WNH15, ZP09].

PageRank [LXY17, ZGC18].

Pairs [WZL15].

Pairwise [PFTR16].

Pairwised [HZW15].

Papers [AgII16, WL16].

Paradox [JSP15].

PARAFAC [PFS15].

Parallel [JLH13].

Parallelizable [PFS15].

Parameter [BFPP07].

Parameter-free [BFPP15].

ParCube [PFS15].

Parliamentary [MCS18].

Partial [WHG18, XL15].

Partitioned [TAJIY17, MWF08, VCKP08].

Partitioning [SYD16, SZLP16].

Pass [OGAB14].

Passing [BSGW13, Path].

MRJ11, SNH13, YCJK08].

PathSelClus [SNH13].

Patients [WLC17].

Pattern [CYOL16, KR16, YDS15, ZLT15, KKZ09, YCJ08].

pattern-based [KK09].

Patterns [CLY12, JH19, SLW18, SDS18, WC15, YWH15, CBRB09, MXC07, PLL10, ZKCY07].

PCA [CNY16, FKKD17].

Percolation [CGL18].

Perfection [AKM17].

Performance [RU14].

periodic [ZKCY07].

periods [HDC07].

Permanence [CSG16].

Personalised [ZGC18].

Personality [KP18].

Personalized [HCZ14, LFC17, YCC15].

Perspective [CSSP15, CTX17, ZZY16].

Petabyte [LGF10].

Peta-byte Scale [LGF10].

Phone [AEIM17, QSST18, YZH18].

Physical [HZW15, TYG15].

Physics [HNYJ14].

Physics-Based [WWW14].

physiological [SSK10].

Play [DKSL18].

Point [QXB16, SYD16].

Poison [IHS07].

Population [WNC18].

Populations [MNK18].

Portfolio [LHZG13].

Posts [NTNP18].

potentially [Web10].

Precedence [GG1515].

precise [HDC07].

predict [LTH13].

Predicting [BAMK18, ERSK14, VCKP08].

Prediction [DKA11, LCLL17, SHL19, WYG17, BG09, HNH13, LSY09].

Predictive [AT17, SSK10].

predictors [CRST09].

Presence [KHT18, LNR08].

Preservation [SV15].

preserved [CCC09].

preserving [MWF08, VCKP08].

Price [XML18].

Principle [WSZ12].

Principled [KSV16].

prior [LNR08].

Prioritized [LAN18].

Privacy [LK15, LT10, MWF08, RTM18, VCKP08, WFW11, MKGV07].

Privacy-preserving [MWF08, VCKP08].

Probabilistic [CZH18, HO14, KHT18, HAKU08].

Probability [CWF13].

Problem [CG15, XL16, GEG08].

Problems [ADK16].

Process [GG1515].

Processes [DM12, LJD16, QXB16, TC18, IHS07].

Processing [LK15].

Product [LFC17, MNK18, XL15, XL16, ZWH16].

Products [Che18].

Profiles [YCC15].

Profiling [TYZ10, XHK16, TLZ08].

Profit [LWW18].

programs [GMSS13].
ProgressER [AKM18]. Progression [LCG+18]. Progressive [AKM18, JH19].
Put [PPDSBLP16].

query-defined [CRST09]. Query-Driven [AT17]. Querying [WY15]. Question [BWD10, ALB09]. Question-Answering [BWD10].

Rademacher [RU18]. Radii [KTA+11].
Random [LWZ14, PBMD14, MWF08, WC12, WAD12]. randomization [GMMT07]. Randomized [FKKD17].
Rank [CLY12, DKS18, LSF18, TLL+19, WYX+16, ZGC18]. Ranking [BES15, CNZ+17, FXG+16, GJDX14, JLH+13, AMIL13, JLL14]. Rapid [SYLC16].
Rare [KR16]. Rating [XL15, YCC+15].
Ratings [FCWQ17]. Rationality [LQW15].
Real [AOEM17, FXG+16]. Real-Time [AOEM17]. Realistic [VFA+15, WNC+18].
reciprocity [LTH+13]. Recognition [HCZ+14]. Recommend [CCLZ18].
Recommendation [CKC+18, HZZ+15, HCC+18, LWG+16, LFC+17, ML15, WSZZ14, YCC+15, YTW+16, ZWH+16].
Recommendations [FCWQ17].
Recommender [Che18, CC19].
Recommending [LPK+15].
Reconstructing [EGT14]. Record [dVKCC11]. Recursive [GY15, THB18].

Redescriptions [GM18]. Reduction [GBTL14, MDV11, PSFV13, ZZ10].
Refining [Pap15]. Reflect [BG09].
Reframing [HO14]. Region [BMTT18].
Region-of-Interest [BMTT18]. regions [CBLH12]. Regression [HO14, OGAB14, SHL19, STD+18, YTH18].
Regularization [CC19, GY15, YTH18, ZY14]. Regularized [CGZW16, PKH+17]. Relatedness [ZGC18].
Relational [AK15, AKM18, NGB18, BG07]. relations [CBRB09, SMA+08]. Relationship [LAN+18, WSM+18, GEG+08, ZY13].
Relationships [JSV+15, YTL18, ZY14].
Relative [PFTR16]. Relevance [LGF10].
Relevant [BGJV12]. Representation [DPG18, SYD+16, WHG+18, ZFWC18].
Representations [Che18]. Representative [WY15, MS09]. Reputation [XML18].
requirement [ZKCY07]. Resolution [AKM18, BG07]. resolutions [WND+09].
results [GMMT07]. Retrieval [CKC+18, DKS18, MCS+18]. Retweet [ZTL+15b]. Revealing [JSV+15].
Reversion [LHZG13]. Review [PGR18].
Reviews [ZWH+16]. RIC [BFPP07].
Right [DSL+14]. risk [LNR08]. Robust [CGZW16, HNHD14, LV18, PKH+17, TLL+19, dVKCC11, BFPP07, GG08].
Robustness [HK18]. RoI [BMTT18]. Role [CO18, HZZ+15, JLL14]. Role-Based [HZZ+15].

Sample [LWZ14]. Samples [WY15].
Sampling [ANK14, BIPR13, CWF+13, LJK18, MM12, QXBT16, RU14, ZZYY16, CCC09].
satisfaction [ALB09]. Satisfactions [LWW18].
Scalable [BHW+17, JLL14, SYD+16, WSZ+16, YWD16, Kor10]. Scale
[AOEM17, BHW+17, CZH18, CKC+18, DKS18, GY15, HLZH18, LGF10, SHL19, SDS18, SLTA11, WNH15, WHMY17, BBCG10, GMSS13]. Scaling [CPC10].


Searching [CRST09]. seeker [ALB09].

Selecting [DSL+14]. Selection [LHZG13, OGAB14, SNH+13, TL14, WZLG13, WHMY17, XL16, YWDP16, DD09, WZLG12, YLK13]. Selective [LQW+18, RA16]. Self [Web10].

Self-sufficient [Web10]. Semantic [II08, LWLW18, MXC+07, ZGC18, SMI+08].

Semi [CCLZ18, DD09]. Semi-analytical [II08]. Semi-supervised [CCLZ18].

Semiautomated [BES15]. Semiconductor [ZH16]. Semisupervised [AHGA14, HCZ+14]. SemRe [ZGC18].

SemRe-Rank [ZGC18]. Sensing [NGB18].

Sensitive [CSSP15, HO14, Vad10]. Sentiment [YWC+16]. separability [ASHK14].

Sequence [ZJL+14, ZCS10]. sequences [KT09, ZKCY07]. Sequential [YYSU12, JJH19, MM12, SFHW19, ZFWC18, PLL+10].

Series [ABSP+18, GST16, LTB18, MWM16, RC+13, SHL19, SLW+18].


shared-subspace [JTYY10]. Sharing [BD10]. Shop [YT+16]. Shop-Type [YT+16]. Short [BAMK18]. Short-Text [BAMK18].


simultaneous [DG10]. Single [MAHT18]. Singular [ME11, WHG+18]. Siren [GM18].

Site [GBTL14]. Size [DERU17, LG18].

Size [ADK+16]. Smart [ZL15]. Social [BMTT18, BG14, CL18, CGL18, CYT+17, DPDG18, ERSK14, GBT14, HDQ+18, HNH+13, HDT+18, JSV+15, KP18, LK+15, LT10, LGZ19, Pap15, PL10, SAS16, TL14, WWH19, WC15, XZW18, YHL15, YT+16, ZTL15a, ZTL+15b, ZCF+17, ZFWC18, ZL15, ZPC+16, CT14, KSM09, LCZ+09, LS+09, LT+13, ML14, YWW+14, ZF14]. Socializing [JSV+15].


Sparse [BGWS13, CNY+16, CYL12, FH14, FKKD17, LLW16, LFW18, LCG+18, PFS15, STD+18, WYG+17, WHMY17].

Sparsely [MA16]. Sparsity [YTH18]. Spatial [LC17, SYL16, WJ+10].

Spatial-Proximity [SYL16]. Spatio [QST18]. Spatio-Temporal [QST18].

Special [Agg17, EK12, GSC12, GL15, SLTA11, TWC016, Wan10, WL16, ZPSY10, lVC+18, lCV+19, BBD+07, CT14, LS+09, MG09, ZKW08, ACWP13].

Specific [HZW+15]. Spectral [LH18, MM12, TLL+19, ZZYY16, CSZ+09]. Speed [DBG16]. Sports [DKL18, VALF12].


Strengthen [HDT+18], string [II08]. Structural [CZY11, LGW+16, ZH16].
Structure
[CSG+16, MRJ11, RBBV18, SG12, ASHK14].
Structured [FH14, GZXF16, GWZZ17].
Structures [BB17]. study [ZZW09].
subgraph [TVK10]. Subgraphs
[PSP+18, RTG17]. subjective [HGV+08].
Subsequences [LYWL12, RCM+13].
subsets [SJR08].

Tail [HCC+18]. target [ZP09]. Targeting
[CPC10]. Task [MAHT18, SYLC16, ZY14].

Tasks [BGJV12, CLY12]. taxonomy
[TLZ+08]. team [VALF12]. Temporal
[CYOL16, CNZ+17, CYT+17, DKA11,
QST18, TC18, WC15, ZH16]. Tendency
[KBR+16]. Tensor [DKA11, PFS15, SCS14,
SGCH19, WLP18, STP+08]. Term [ZGC18].
Test [MAHT18]. Testing [LZF+15]. Text
[BES15, BAMK18, ES15, MKHG19, IL08].
their [LCZ+09]. Theoretic
[BES15, XKH+16]. Theory
[CT14, STP+08]. Things [NGB18]. Three
[PPDSBL16]. Thresholded [GJ16]. Tied
[MNK18]. Ties [HDT+18]. Tight [RU14].

Time [AOEM17, ABSP+18, GSST16,
KTHR18, LTBI8, MMMJ16, QXBT16,
RCM+13, SHL19, SW+18]. Time-Series
[GSST16, MMMJ16, SHL19].

Time-Varying [QXBT16]. Times
[VFA+15]. Timescales [IYSU12]. TKDD
[CT14, MG09, TWC016, Wan10, ZPSY10,
VLCV+18, vLCV+19]. TKDD-CASIN
[CT14]. Together [PPDSBL16]. Top
[ML15]. Top- [ML15]. TopIC
[HDQ+18, HF12, IYSU12, TLZ+08]. Topics
[LML+16, PZW+18]. Topology [GWZZ17].

Traffic [JDE+12]. Trajectories
[LQW15, RTM18, TYG+15]. Transfer
[AHGA14, BGJV12, WH15, ZFY14].
Transformation [HYYQ15, LTBI8].
Transformation-Based [LTBI8].
transforms [PSFV13]. Transitivity
[JSP15]. Translated [WSZ+16]. Traversal
[TJJY17]. Tree [THD+08, Vd10]. Trees
[MRJ11, HAKU+08, LCZ07, VCKP08].

Trends [KP18]. Triadic
[HDT+18, LTH+13]. Triangle
[CC12, JSP15, PPDSBL16, BBCG10].

Triangle-Driven [PPDSBL16]. Triangles
[DERU17, LJK18]. TRIÈST [DERU17].
Trifactorization [WHN15]. Trillion
[PSP+18]. Trillions [RCM+13]. Trust
[HZZ+15, HNH+13]. Trust [HD07].

Twitter [BPW+18, MCS+18, VMR17].
Two [SG12, HDC07]. Two-end [HDC07].
Type [YTW+16].

Ultra [WHMY17]. Ultra-High [WHMY17].

Unbiased [WZL+15]. Uncertain [AF13].

Uncovering [CRG014, YWW+14].

Undirected [MRTW19]. Unification
[AF16]. Unified [PFTR16]. Universal
[VFA+15]. Unsupervised
[CNY+16, KR16, PZW+18, WWW+16].

Untrustworthy [TYG+15]. Usage [SDS18].

Use [SH15]. Used [FW+11]. User
[Che18, GBTL14, KTHR18, LWG+16,
NTNP18, RTM18, Row16, SNH+13]
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TYZZ10, YCC\+15, ZTL15a, ZFY14. User-Centric [RTM18]. User-Guided [SNH\+13]. Users [HCZ\+14, LPK\+15, LT10, ML15]. Using [AOEM17, CTZ16, DKA11, HZZ\+15, JSP15, KP18, RKR18, STD\+18, SAS16, THB18, WNH15, WYG\+17, XKH\+16, dVKCC11, HNH\+13, IIO8, KUU10, SJR08, ZP09]. Utility [BES15, WFW\+11]. Utility-Theoretic [BES15]. utilizing [SMA\+08].


View [LSF18, LXY\+17, LF18, PZW\+18]. Viewable [RBBV18]. Viral [ZPC\+16]. Vis [MCS\+18]. VisIRR [CKC\+18]. Visual [CKC\+18, MCS\+18, PA18, STD\+18]. Visualization [CMZS15, KBR\+16]. Visualizing [DA18, YWC\+16]. VOGUE [ZCS10]. Vol [vLCV\+19]. Vote [LTB18]. Vulnerability [GBTL14].

Walks [MRTW19]. Warping [RCM\+13]. Wavelet [THB18]. Weak [LWY16]. Web [NTNP18, SMA\+08, TYZZ10, WNH15, ZPSYY10]. Weighted [BC18, CG15, DAR09, LHZG13]. Weights [CC19]. Who [ZTL\+15b]. wide [ZZW09]. wild [YW\+14]. Will [HDT\+18]. Wisdom [DMJ12]. word [II08]. World [WSR\+16].

XML [THD\+08].

Years [MHKG19].
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